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ABSTRACT

Objective: To determine whether the obesity paradox exists in patients who undergo carotid
artery stenting (CAS) or carotid endarterectomy (CEA) for symptomatic carotid artery stenosis.

Methods: We combined individual patient data from 2 randomized trials (Endarterectomy vs
Angioplasty in Patients with Symptomatic Severe Carotid Stenosis and Stent-Protected Angioplasty vs Carotid Endarterectomy) and 3 centers in a third trial (International Carotid Stenting
Study). Baseline body mass index (BMI) was available for 1,969 patients and classified into 4
groups: ,20, 20–,25, 25–,30, and $30 kg/m2. Primary outcome was stroke or death, investigated separately for the periprocedural and postprocedural period (#120 days/.120 days
after randomization). This outcome was compared between different BMI strata in CAS and CEA
patients separately, and in the total group. We performed intention-to-treat multivariable Cox
regression analyses.

Results: Median follow-up was 2.0 years. Stroke or death occurred in 159 patients in the periprocedural (cumulative risk 8.1%) and in 270 patients in the postprocedural period (rate 4.8/100
person-years). BMI did not affect periprocedural risk of stroke or death for patients assigned to
CAS (ptrend 5 0.39) or CEA (ptrend 5 0.77) or for the total group (ptrend 5 0.48). Within the total
group, patients with BMI 25–,30 had lower postprocedural risk of stroke or death than patients
with BMI 20–,25 (BMI 25–,30 vs BMI 20–,25; hazard ratio 0.72; 95% confidence interval
0.55–0.94).
Conclusions: BMI is not associated with periprocedural risk of stroke or death; however, BMI
25–,30 is associated with lower postprocedural risk than BMI 20–,25. These observations
were similar for CAS and CEA. Neurology® 2017;88:1–9
GLOSSARY
BMI 5 body mass index; CAS 5 carotid artery stenting; CEA 5 carotid endarterectomy; CI 5 confidence interval; CREST 5
Carotid Revascularization Endarterectomy vs Stenting Trial; EVA-3S 5 Endarterectomy vs Angioplasty in Patients with
Symptomatic Severe Carotid Stenosis; HR 5 hazard ratio; ICA 5 internal carotid artery; ICSS 5 International Carotid
Stenting Study; SPACE 5 Stent-Protected Angioplasty vs Carotid Endarterectomy.

In 2014, 39% of the worldwide population 18 years or older were overweight and 13% were
obese according to the WHO.1 Being overweight or obese is a major risk factor for several
vascular diseases and reduces median survival by 2–4 years in adults with body mass index (BMI)
30–35 kg/m2.2
Surprisingly, patients with BMI 30–35 kg/m2 had a better 30-day survival than patients with
lower BMI in a study on morbidity and mortality after various vascular interventions.3 This
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obesity paradox was also observed in patients
with manifest vascular diseases.4,5 In patients
undergoing carotid artery stenting (CAS),
a higher BMI was associated with lower mortality after a mean follow-up of 2.4 years.6
Moreover, obese carotid endarterectomy
(CEA) patients with BMI 30–35 had a lower
30-day stroke risk than patients with BMI
18.5–25 kg/m2.7 In contrast, another study
has reported a higher 30-day mortality and
cardiac complication rate in obese CEA patients (BMI $30 kg/m2) compared with normal weight patients.8
To our knowledge, the association between
BMI and short- and long-term clinical outcome following CAS and CEA among patients
with symptomatic internal carotid artery
(ICA) stenosis has not been examined together
in one analysis. Therefore, we studied the association between BMI and periprocedural and
postprocedural risk of stroke or death to investigate whether the obesity paradox exists in patients who undergo CAS or CEA for
symptomatic ICA stenosis.
METHODS Trials. The Carotid Stenosis Trialists’ Collaboration pooled data from randomized controlled studies that randomly assigned patients to undergo either CAS or CEA for
symptomatic carotid artery stenosis at the individual patient level:
the Endarterectomy vs Angioplasty in Patients with Symptomatic
Severe Carotid Stenosis (EVA-3S) trial (NCT 00190398),9 the
Stent-Protected Angioplasty vs Carotid Endarterectomy (SPACE)
trial (ISRCTN 57874028),10 the International Carotid Stenting
Study (ICSS) (ISRCTN 25337470),11 and the Carotid Revascularization Endarterectomy vs Stenting Trial (CREST)
(NCT00004732).12 All patients had to have symptomatic moderate to severe carotid artery stenosis caused by atherosclerosis,
which was defined as a lumen narrowing on imaging of $50%
according to North American Symptomatic Carotid Endarterectomy Trial criteria.13 Patients were excluded if they had
recurrent stenosis after previous treatment of the ipsilateral ICA.
Detailed methods were described previously.14

Data collection. Baseline data on the following patient characteristics were used for the current analysis: age, sex, history of
hypertension, hyperlipidemia, diabetes, coronary heart disease
(composite of myocardial infarction, angina, and prior coronary
surgery), peripheral artery disease, TIA or stroke, past or current
smoking, type of most recent event before randomization (retinal
ischemia or amaurosis fugax, TIA, or hemispheric stroke), and
modified Rankin Scale score.15,16 In addition, degree of ipsilateral
stenosis and presence of contralateral severe stenosis or occlusion
was recorded.
Baseline BMI was available for 1,969 patients included in
EVA-3S, SPACE, and ICSS. Height was not recorded in CREST,
and as such BMI was unavailable. For ICSS, we retrospectively
collected BMI in 264 out of 371 patients (71%) who were randomized in 3 Dutch centers. BMI was missing in 18 EVA-3S
2
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patients. Patients were classified into 4 groups according to their
BMI: ,20, 20–,25, 25–,30, and $30 kg/m2. Median duration of follow-up in patients with BMI data available was 7 years
in EVA-3S, 2 years in SPACE, and 4 years in ICSS.

Outcome events. Primary outcome event was the combination
of any stroke or death and was analyzed separately for the periprocedural (#120 days after randomization) and postprocedural
period (.120 days after randomization) on an intention-totreat basis. The secondary outcome was ipsilateral stroke during
the procedural (#30 days after procedure) and postprocedural
period (.30 days after procedure). The analysis of the secondary
outcome was performed on a per-protocol basis and included
only those patients in whom the randomly assigned procedure
was initiated. All 3 trials uniformly defined stroke as the occurrence of acute symptoms of focal neurologic deficit that lasted for
more than 24 hours and were caused by intracranial vascular
disturbance, either ischemic or hemorrhagic.
Statistical analysis. Cumulative risks are provided for the
occurrence of primary and secondary outcome events in the periprocedural and procedural period; risk rates are provided for the
postprocedural period. We used Cox regression analyses to evaluate the association between BMI and the occurrence of primary
and secondary outcome events for each treatment group (CAS or
CEA) and for all patients combined. The results are presented as
hazard ratios (HRs) with corresponding 95% confidence intervals
(CIs). Normal BMI (20–,25 kg/m2) was used as reference category. In addition, we calculated CAS-to-CEA HRs and tested for
the interaction between treatment and BMI in each BMI group.
Patients were excluded from the analysis of the postprocedural period (.120 days after randomization or .30 days after
procedure) if they had a stroke, died, or withdrew from the study
during the periprocedural (#120 days after randomization for the
intention-to-treat analysis) or procedural (#30 days after procedure for the per-protocol analysis) period. All Cox regression
analyses were adjusted for source trial and for factors that were
considered to be potential confounders of the association between
BMI and outcome (i.e., age, sex, and smoking [past or current]).
Cox regression analysis of postprocedural ipsilateral stroke risk
was adjusted only for source trial, since few events occurred during this period. We additionally adjusted for presence of other
vascular risk factors at baseline and type of most recent event
before randomization. These factors were considered intermediates by which BMI affects vascular disease risk, as in previous
general population studies.2,17
The proportional hazards assumption was assessed visually
with log minus log survival plots. With linear test for trend analysis, we assessed the overall pattern of stroke or death and ipsilateral stroke risk with increasing BMI. To achieve this, BMI group
was added as a continuous variable to the Cox regression models.
We performed a post hoc sensitivity analysis with all-cause
mortality as outcome. Furthermore, we combined patients in
the 2 highest BMI groups and examined postprocedural stroke
or death risk across 3 BMI groups: ,20, 20–,25, and $25
kg/m2. Also, we classified BMI into 6 groups and analyzed stroke
or death risk during the periprocedural and postprocedural
period. Finally, we compared baseline characteristics in ICSS
patients with and without BMI data available and performed
a sensitivity analysis of only the patients who were included in
EVA-3S and SPACE.
RESULTS Out of the 1,969 patients with BMI data
available, 963 patients underwent CAS and 1,006
underwent CEA (figure 1). Mean BMI was 26.7
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Figure 1

Flow chart of patients included in the meta-analysis

BMI 5 body mass index; ITT 5 intention-to-treat; PP 5 per-protocol.

(64.1) kg/m2 in the total group. Within the group
with BMI ,20, 21 patients (34%) had BMI ,18.5
kg/m2. Within the group with BMI $30, 286 patients (81%) had BMI 30–,35 and 68 patients had
BMI $35 kg/m2. BMI was similarly distributed
across the 3 trials (figure e-1 at Neurology.org).
Table 1 provides the baseline characteristics of
each BMI group. Mean age was 68.9 (69.1) years
in the total group. The proportion of men was higher
in the groups with BMI $20 than in the group with
BMI ,20 kg/m2. The proportion of patients with a
history of hypertension or diabetes increased with
BMI. Patients with BMI 25–,30 were more likely
to have had a preceding TIA but less likely to have
had hemispheric stroke than patients with BMI ,25
kg/m2. Median duration of follow-up was 2.0 years
(interquartile range 2.0–5.0).
In the intention-to-treat analysis, stroke or death
occurred in 159 patients (cumulative risk 8.1%)

during the periprocedural period (#120 days after
randomization). BMI did not affect periprocedural
risk of stroke or death for patients assigned to either
CAS (ptrend 5 0.39) or CEA (ptrend 5 0.77) or for
the total group (ptrend 5 0.48) (table 2, figure 2A).
In the postprocedural period (.120 days after randomization), 270 out of 1,751 patients had a stroke
or died (rate 4.8/100 person-years). In the total
group of patients, postprocedural stroke or death
risk was significantly lower for patients with BMI
25–,30 than for patients with BMI 20–,25 kg/
m2 (BMI 25–,30 vs BMI 20–,25; HR 0.72; 95%
CI 0.55–0.94; table 2, figure 2B). The periprocedural and postprocedural CAS-to-CEA HRs for
stroke or death risk did not differ across the BMI
groups (table e-1). When we classified BMI into 6
groups, periprocedural and postprocedural stroke or
death risk was comparable with BMI classified into 4
groups (table e-2).
Neurology 88
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Table 1

Baseline characteristics in each body mass index (BMI) group
BMI, kg/m2
<20 (n 5 62)

20–<25 (n 5 625)

25–<30 (n 5 928)

‡30 (n 5 354)

Age at randomization, y, mean (SD)

68.8 (610.1)

69.7 (69.7)

69.1 (68.7)

66.8 (68.6)

Male sex, n (%)

27 (44)

454 (73)

697 (75)

242 (68)

32 (52)

409 (66)

711 (77)

295 (84)

History, n (%)
Hypertension
a

Hyperlipidemia

27 (44)

325 (52)

502 (54)

207 (59)

Diabetes

8 (13)

138 (22)

230 (25)

134 (38)

40 (65)

358 (57)

555 (60)

215 (61)

Stroke or TIA >180 days before randomization

9 (26)

111 (41)

150 (43)

42 (35)

Coronary heart disease

7 (11)

134 (22)

221 (24)

84 (24)

6 (17)

43 (16)

50 (14)

17 (14)

0

24 (39)

319 (51)

511 (55)

168 (48)

1

20 (32)

156 (25)

241 (26)

104 (29)

2

11 (18)

100 (16)

131 (14)

64 (18)

3

7 (11)

47 (8)

42 (5)

17 (5)

4

0

1 (,1)

2 (,1)

0

140.0 (625.6)

143.9 (620.0)

144.9 (620.7)

145.0 (620.3)

75.7 (614.7)

79.1 (611.2)

80.2 (611.0)

81.1 (610.7)

10 (16)

154 (25)

251 (27)

95 (27)

52 (84)

471 (75)

677 (73)

259 (73)

10 (18)

81 (15)

103 (13)

31 (10)

Retinal ischemia or amaurosis fugax

9 (15)

104 (17)

153 (16)

63 (18)

TIA

15 (24)

207 (33)

367 (40)

126 (36)

Hemispheric stroke

38 (61)

312 (50)

408 (44)

164 (46)

Smoking (past or current)
b

b

Peripheral artery disease

mRS score at baseline, n (%)

Blood pressure at baseline, mm Hg, mean (SD)
Systolic
c

Diastolic

Degree of ipsilateral stenosis, n (%)
Moderate (50%–69%)
Severe (‡70%)
d

Contralateral severe stenosis (‡70%) or occlusion, n (%)
Type of most recent event before randomization, n (%)

Abbreviations: BMI 5 body mass index; mRS 5 modified Rankin Scale; SPACE 5 Stent-Protected Angioplasty vs Carotid Endarterectomy.
a
Defined as hyperlipidemia or taking lipid-lowering medication at randomization.
b
Data not collected in SPACE trial.
c
Data not collected in carotid artery stenting patients.
d
Data missing in 269 SPACE patients.

Post hoc sensitivity analyses revealed that the
lower postprocedural stroke or death risk was mainly
due to a lower all-cause mortality risk in patients with
BMI 25–,30 compared to patients with BMI 20–,
25 kg/m2 (BMI 25–,30 vs BMI 20–,25; rate 3.0/
100 person-years vs 5.1/100 person-years; HR 0.64;
95% CI 0.47–0.86; table e-3). When we combined
patients in the 2 highest BMI groups, postprocedural
stroke or death risk remained significantly lower for
patients with BMI $25 kg/m2 (BMI $25 vs BMI
20–,25; HR 0.76; 95% CI 0.59–0.98).
Following per-protocol analysis, 119 out of 1,910
patients had an ipsilateral stroke (cumulative risk
6.2%) during the procedural period (#30 days after
4
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procedure). Procedural ipsilateral stroke risk did not
differ across the BMI groups (table 3). In the postprocedural period (.30 days after procedure), 35 out
of 1,755 patients had an ipsilateral stroke (rate 0.6/
100 person-years). Within the CEA group, patients
with BMI 25–,30 had a lower postprocedural ipsilateral stroke risk than did patients with BMI 20–,
25 kg/m2 (table 3). Within the group with BMI
25–,30, patients treated with CAS had a higher
postprocedural ipsilateral stroke risk than did patients
treated with CEA (CAS-to-CEA HR 4.02; 95% CI
1.12–14.47; table e-1), with evidence for an interaction between treatment and BMI 25–,30 kg/m2
(interaction p 5 0.008).
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Table 2

Stroke or death risk in the periprocedural and postprocedural period
BMI, kg/m2a
<20

20–<25

25–<30

‡30

31

293

442

197

2 (7)

25 (9)

43 (10)

16 (8)

BMI HR

0.76

ref

95% CI

0.18–3.24

Test for trend
p value

Periprocedural period
CAS
No.
Events (cumulative risk), n (%)
b

1.19

1.22

0.72–1.95

0.64–2.31

0.39

CEA
No.

31

332

486

157

Events (cumulative risk), n (%)

1 (3)

23 (7)

39 (8)

10 (6)

BMI HRb

0.43

ref

1.14

0.89

95% CI

0.06–3.20

0.68–1.91

0.42–1.87

0.77

Total group
No.

62

625

928

354

Events (cumulative risk), n (%)

3 (5)

48 (8)

82 (9)

26 (7)

BMI HRb

0.62

ref

1.19

1.03

95% CI

0.19–2.02

0.83–1.70

0.63–1.66

382

173

0.48

Postprocedural period
CAS
No.

29

261

Events (rate/100 person-years)

7 (6.6)

49 (5.5)

48 (4.1)

19 (3.8)

BMI HRb

1.48

ref

0.76

1.07

95% CI

0.66–3.30

0.51–1.13

0.62–1.84

0.39

CEA
No.

28

300

436

142

8 (7.9)

62 (6.2)

56 (4.0)

21 (4.6)

BMI HR

1.52

ref

95% CI

0.72–3.23

Events (rate/100 person-years)
b

0.68

0.81

0.47–0.98

0.49–1.33

0.05

Total group
No.

57

561

818

315

Events (rate/100 person-years)

15 (7.2)

111 (5.9)

104 (4.0)

40 (4.2)

BMI HR

1.52

ref

0.72

0.90

95% CI

0.88–2.63

0.55–0.94

0.62–1.29

b

0.04

Abbreviations: BMI 5 body mass index; CAS 5 carotid artery stenting; CEA 5 carotid endarterectomy; CI 5 confidence
interval; HR 5 hazard ratio; ref 5 reference category.
Risk of primary outcome (stroke or death) in periprocedural (#120 days after randomization) and postprocedural (.120
days after randomization) period in intention-to-treat analysis.
a
Normal BMI (20–,25 kg/m2) is used as reference category.
b
Adjusted for source trial, age, sex, smoking (past or current).

Cox regression analyses additionally adjusted for
presence of vascular risk factors and type of most
recent event yielded the same results as shown in
tables 2 and 3 (data not shown). Baseline characteristics did not differ in ICSS patients with and without
BMI data available (table e-4). After exclusion of
ICSS patients for the sensitivity analysis of EVA-3S
and SPACE patients, stroke or death and ipsilateral

stroke risk was essentially the same as in all patients
with BMI data available (data not shown).
DISCUSSION In our study, BMI was not associated
with a higher periprocedural or postprocedural stroke
or death risk. Moreover, BMI 25–,30 kg/m2 was
associated with a lower postprocedural stroke or death
risk after CAS or CEA. This association persisted when
Neurology 88
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Figure 2

Stroke or death risk in the periprocedural and postprocedural period

Hazard ratios of primary outcome (stroke or death) in each body mass index (BMI) group for
the total group of patients in the (A) periprocedural (#120 days after randomization) and (B)
postprocedural (.120 days after randomization) period. Normal BMI (20–,25 kg/m2) is used
as reference category.

patients with BMI 25–,30 and $30 kg/m2 were
combined. In a post hoc analysis, the lower postprocedural stroke or death risk in patients with BMI
25–,30 seemed to be due to a significantly lower allcause mortality risk compared with patients whose
BMI was 20–,25 kg/m2. These observations were
similar for CAS and CEA and suggest the existence of
an obesity paradox for long-term outcome in overweight and obese patients who undergo CAS or CEA.
Being overweight or obese is an established risk
factor for primary stroke18 and mortality.2 In a large
meta-analysis, risk of first-ever ischemic stroke after 4
years of follow-up was higher in participants with
BMI $25 than in those with BMI ,25 kg/m2.18
In contrast, a higher BMI seems to protect from
future (vascular) events in patients who already had
a stroke; several studies have demonstrated a lower
risk of recurrent stroke,19 all-cause death,20,21 and vascular death22 in overweight or obese patients ($25
kg/m2) compared with normal weight patients.
Previous research has found conflicting results on
how BMI affects stroke or death risk in patients who
underwent CAS or CEA. Two studies reported lower
6
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all-cause mortality in CAS patients with higher BMI
after a follow-up of 2–4 years,6,23 but all-cause mortality was only significantly lower for overweight
female and not for male CAS patients in one study.23
Incidence of death, stroke, or myocardial infarction
within 30 days after CAS did not vary among BMI
groups.6 For CEA patients, obesity (BMI 30–35) was
associated with a 50% reduction in 30-day stroke risk
compared to normal weight (BMI 18.5–25 kg/m2) in
one study,7 whereas 2 other studies found no association between BMI and 30-day stroke risk.8,24 Moreover, a BMI of $35 was associated with higher
mortality and cardiac complication risk compared to
normal BMI (18.5–25 kg/m2) in one of the latter
studies.8 To our knowledge, there is no study that
investigated long-term effect of BMI on stroke or
death risk in CEA patients.
All but one of the aforementioned studies
included patients with both symptomatic and asymptomatic ICA stenosis, which might explain the differences with our study findings.6–8,23 Patients with
asymptomatic ICA stenosis generally have a lower
stroke or death risk after carotid revascularization
than patients with symptomatic ICA stenosis.25
Therefore, associations between BMI and stroke or
death risk might also be different. In addition, the
prevalence of baseline characteristics and vascular risk
factors in our study population differs from previous
CAS or CEA studies. One of the previous CEA studies included patients who were registered in the Veterans Affairs Surgical Quality Improvement Program
database, 98.6% of whom were male,8 while in our
study 72.1% of the patients were male.
Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain
the obesity paradox in patients with vascular disease
or after surgery. One explanation is that BMI does
not accurately account for the location of body fat tissue. The amount of abdominal adipose tissue might
be higher in patients with normal weight (BMI 20–
25) compared to patients with BMI $25 kg/m2,
which is related to a higher risk of death.26 In addition, our study population consisted of elderly patients. Ideal BMI may be higher in these patients,
since low BMI is associated with higher mortality
through lower muscle mass, poor nutritional status,
and underlying chronic diseases. Furthermore, some
studies have suggested that paradoxes found in recurrent risk research, such as the obesity paradox, may be
caused by index event bias.27–29 Index event bias can
occur when patients are selected based on the occurrence of an earlier episode of the disease, in our case
stroke. Conditioning on this episode may induce an
inverse association between the risk factors for the
disease, even when these risk factors are not associated
with each other in the general population.29 Consequently, the association between the risk factor of
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Table 3

Ipsilateral stroke risk in the procedural and postprocedural period
BMI, kg/m2a
<20

20–<25

25–<30

‡30

31

290

427

192

2 (7)

19 (7)

35 (8)

12 (6)

BMI HR

0.96

ref

95% CI

0.22–4.18

Test for trend
p value

Procedural period
CAS
No.
Events (cumulative risk), n (%)
b

1.28

1.21

0.73–2.24

0.58–2.51

0.49

CEA
No.

31

314

475

150

Events (cumulative risk), n (%)

1 (3)

15 (5)

30 (6)

5 (3)

BMI HR

0.63

ref

1.28

0.66

95% CI

0.08–4.86

0.69–2.38

0.24–1.82

902

342

b

0.90

Total group
No.

62

604

Events (cumulative risk), %

3 (5)

34 (6)

65 (7)

17 (5)

BMI HRb

0.84

ref

1.30

0.93

95% CI

0.26–2.75

0.86–1.98

0.52–1.67

384

175

0.75

Postprocedural period
CAS
No.

29

263

Events (rate/100 person-years)

0 (0)

2 (0.2)

11 (0.9)

4 (0.7)

BMI HRc

NA

ref

3.67

2.88

0.81–16.58

0.53–15.79

95% CI

0.16

CEA
No.

29

295

439

141

2 (1.8)

8 (0.8)

3 (0.2)

5 (1.0)

BMI HR

2.63

ref

95% CI

0.56–12.45

Events (rate/100 person-years)
c

0.25

1.27

0.07–0.96

0.42–3.90

0.37

Total group
No.

58

558

823

316

Events (rate/100 person-years)

2 (0.9)

10 (0.5)

14 (0.5)

9 (0.9)

BMI HR

2.01

ref

0.94

1.57

95% CI

0.44–9.20

0.42–2.12

0.64–3.88

c

0.67

Abbreviations: BMI 5 body mass index; CAS 5 carotid artery stenting; CEA 5 carotid endarterectomy; CI 5 confidence
interval; HR 5 hazard ratio; NA 5 not applicable; ref 5 reference category.
Risk of secondary outcome (ipsilateral stroke) in procedural (#30 days after procedure) and postprocedural (.30 days
after procedure) period in per-protocol analysis.
a
Normal BMI (20–,25 kg/m2) is used as reference category.
b
Adjusted for source trial, age, sex, smoking (past or current).
c
Adjusted for source trial.

interest and recurrence of the event becomes underestimated or reversed.
Our results are in conflict with results from several
recent large-scale general population studies that
restricted their analysis to never-smokers or omitted
events during the first years of follow-up to limit
reverse causality.2,17,30 One of these studies combined

individual patient data from 239 prospective studies
and found lowest all-cause mortality at BMI 20–25
kg/m2, with a significant increase above and below
this range.30 Similarly, mortality by stroke increased
by around 40% for each 5 kg/m2 higher BMI above
25 kg/m2. However, smokers and people with preexisting cardiovascular disease, cancer, or respiratory
Neurology 88
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disease were excluded from this study, which limits
comparability with our study population. We cannot
rule out the risk of bias due to reverse causality in our
study; we could not adjust for several potential confounders that are associated both with BMI and mortality, such as history of cancer, renal dysfunction,
and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, because
these data were not collected in the original trials. Yet
the risk of bias due to reverse causality may be limited
since patients with a life expectancy of ,2 years were
excluded from EVA-3S, SPACE, and ICSS. Moreover, Cox regression analysis yielded essentially the
same results when we excluded patients who died in
the first year after randomization and when we
restricted the analysis to mortality due to vascular
causes (data not shown).
One of the strengths of our study is the use of individual patient data from 3 randomized controlled trials. In addition, long-term follow-up data on the
occurrence of outcome events were available from
each trial. Finally, to our knowledge, this study is
the first to examine the association between BMI
and both short- and long-term outcome in CAS
and CEA patients with symptomatic ICA stenosis.
Our study has some limitations. First, BMI was
only available in a part of the ICSS patients who were
randomized in 3 Dutch centers. BMI might have
been measured more frequently in heavier patients
and therefore might not be missing randomly in ICSS
patients without BMI data. However, we obtained
comparable results when we performed a sensitivity
analysis of only EVA-3S and SPACE patients. Second, the number of outcome events was low in the
group with BMI ,20 kg/m2 and in the analysis of
postprocedural ipsilateral stroke risk. Consequently,
HR estimates were imprecise. Third, the number of
patients with severe (BMI 35–,40) and very severe
(BMI $40) obesity within the group with BMI $30
kg/m2 was small and therefore not analyzed separately, while more severe obesity could be a risk factor
after CAS or CEA. Fourth, measures of adiposity
other than BMI, such as waist circumference26 or
waist-to-height ratio,31 were more strongly associated
with risk of stroke or death in previous general population studies. In EVA-3S, SPACE, and ICSS, data
on waist circumference or waist-to-height ratio were
not collected. However, BMI is frequently used as
a measure of adiposity. Hence, our results can more
easily be compared with results from previous studies.
Fifth, data on lifestyle behavior such as diet, physical
activity, and use of medication at baseline (e.g., antiplatelets, antihypertensives) were not available in our
study. Although these factors could confound the
association between BMI and clinical outcome after
CAS and CEA, we could not adjust for them in our
analysis. Finally, risk of other adverse outcomes such
8
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as wound infections or cardiac complications was
higher in obese patients who underwent CEA compared to normal weight patients in a previous study.7
Risk of these outcomes was not examined in the current study but should be kept in mind when deciding
on what treatment to offer to individual patients.
We found no evidence for a higher stroke or death
risk in overweight or obese patients undergoing CAS
or CEA for symptomatic ICA stenosis. Our results
suggest the existence of an obesity paradox for longterm stroke or death risk in overweight or obese
CAS or CEA patients. Thus, with regards to shortand long-term stroke or death risk, we found no reason to withhold revascularization for symptomatic
ICA stenosis from overweight or obese patients.
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